Abstract-The paper proposes a stochastic model to analyse the dynamic coupling of the transmission system, the electricity market, and microgrids. The focus is on the impact of microgrids on the transient response of the system and, in particular, on frequency variations. Extensive Monte Carlo simulations are performed on the IEEE 39-bus system, and show that the dynamic response of the transmission system is affected in a nontrivial way by both the number and the size of the microgrids.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
I
N RECENT years, the advent of power system deregulation and the drift from a vertically integrated utility business model substantially changed the development of power industry and technology. The very protagonist of this new paradigm is the so called smart grid [1] . In this context, the concept of microgrid (MG) has received particular attention from the scientific community as it is generally considered the building block of the smart grid [2] . The MG can be defined as an electrical entity that facilitates a high depth penetration of DERs and relies on advanced control strategies. A less abstract definition is provided by the U.S. Department of Energy: A MG is a group of interconnected loads and DERs with clearly defined electrical boundaries that acts as a single controllable entity with respect to the grid and can connect and disconnect from the grid to enable it to operate in both grid-connected or island mode [3] .
This new paradigm combined with the recent trend of the energy market deregulation, that will allow a MG to apply new policies of Demand & Response, is expected to bring economic advantages to the users and to increase the efficiency of the power grid as a whole. Nevertheless, the electrical system nowadays still heavily relies on centralized generation from traditional rotating machines. It is highly unlikely that a transition to a fully distributed transmission system will happen in the near future. Furthermore, due to the MGs ability to conduct policies of Demand & Response, a reliable and secure penetration of these units might prove to be a challenge to attain [4] . For this reason, it appears useful and timely to study the behavior of the power system dynamics as a significant number of MGs is plugged into the transmission system and interacts with the electrical market.
B. Literature Review
While there has been a considerable amount of research carried out on the control of single, often islanded, MGs and on the investigation of the penetration level of DERs, the literature on the interaction between MGs, the market and its effect on the grid is limited. A relevant review on the impact of low rotational inertia in the power system frequency has been presented in [5] . In [6] , angle and voltage stability is analysed as the MG penetration level increases and, in [7] and [8] , the influence of high penetration of wind based DERs is assessed. In the aforementioned works, the ability of a MG to conduct policies of Demand & Response and its effect on the frequency control of the transmission system is not taken into consideration. Frequency deviations, in fact, are a measure of the active power imbalance and should remain within the operational limits in order to avoid transmission line overloads and the triggering of protection devices [9] .
It is the authors' opinion that the MGs interaction with the electricity market is a crucial element that can not be neglected: a MG adopts a greedy behavior with respect to the electrical grid, selling or buying energy whenever it is convenient from an economical and operational point of view not necessarily taking into consideration the effects on the stability of the system. This behavior is acceptable only if the penetration of MGs is small with respect to the total system capacity and, due to their small size, MGs can be reasonably modeled as price takers. This situation, however, might not be acceptable if such a penetration increases.
Examples of works that take into account both MGs and the electricity market are [12] and [13] . In these works, however, the effect of the MG penetration level on the transient response of the power system are not investigated. On the other hand, a study on how an equivalent dynamic model of the electricity market impacts on power system transients is studied in [10] .
The paper highlights potential instabilities that arise when the dynamics of the machines and of the loads are coupled with the dynamics of the energy market. In [11] the model developed in [10] is generalized by taking into account the effects of time delays and market clearing time on the stability of the system.
C. Contributions
To the best of the authors' knowledge, the effects on the power grid of greedy MGs has not been properly studied yet. This paper aims at filling this gap by merging together the electricity market model proposed in [10] with a hybrid dynamic and event-driven MG representation as well as a detailed electromechanical model of the system. The goal is to provide a dynamic model to study the coupling between the dynamics of the MGs, the power system and the electrical market, with an emphasis on frequency regulation. In particular, the paper provides the following contributions with respect to the state of art.
1) An analysis of the dynamic impact of an increasing penetration level of MGs on power systems, coupled with market dynamics. 2) A realistic time-domain analysis of the power system that takes into account detailed non linear electro-mechanical models, MGs, storage units and DERs. 3) An analysis of the effects of different storage capacity sizes and different granularity of MGs on the stability of the power system.
D. Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the dynamic model employed. Section III presents a case study based on the IEEE 39-bus system. In the case study, the penetration level, the correlation, and the granularity of the MGs is duly evaluated through a Monte Carlo method and stochastic time domain simulations. Main conclusions and future work are outlined in Section IV.
II. MODELING
An MG is, at its core, a cluster of loads and generation units, coordinated by an Energy Management System (EMS) that, among other tasks (e.g., load shedding and internal power flow management), allows the MG to operate in island mode (i.e., the MG operates autonomously from the power grid) and determines the set point of the active power that the MG sells or buys from the electrical grid [16] .
The objective of this work is to determine the impact of the penetration level, correlation and granularity of MGs on the dynamic response of the transmission system of the power grid. With this aim, the following assumptions appear sensible.
1) The dynamics of the MG internal generation units and loads are neglected. This is not a strong assumption as the time constants of the internal MG dynamics are small compared to the ones of the high voltage transmission system [14] , [15] , [17] . 2) The storage units, the DERs and the loads of each MG are grouped into an aggregated model. This assumption allows reducing the computational burden of the proposed MG model. 3) Due to their relatively small capacity, MGs are assumed to be price takers. Moreover, MG active power set-points depend on the electricity price. This assumption is consistent with the MG paradigm usually considered in the literature [3] . The remainder of this section describes the power system as well as the electricity market models considered in the simulations. Then, the proposed hybrid dynamic and event-driven MG model is discussed in detail.
A. Power Grid Simulations
Let us recall first conventional Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE) models, described by the following equations:
where f (f : R p+q +s → R p ) are the differential equations; g (g : R p+q +s → R q ) are the algebraic equations; x (x ∈ R p ) are the state variables; y (y ∈ R q ) are the algebraic variables; and u (u ∈ R s ) are discrete events, which mostly model MG EMS logic.
The set of equations in (1) includes lumped models of the transmission system and conventional dynamic models of synchronous machines (e.g., 6th order models) and their controllers, such as, automatic voltage regulators, turbine governors, and power system stabilizers, as well as DERs, storage devices and the controllers included in the MGs, which are duly described in Section II-C.
B. Electricity Market Model
The power system model discussed in the previous subsection is assumed to be coupled with a real-time -or spot -electricity market model. This model represents a market for which the price, which is considered a continuous state variable, is computed and adjusted rapidly enough with respect to the dynamic response of the transmission system (e.g., PJM, California, etc.) [10] . Note that, while real-time markets are not particularly common at this time, the fast response of electricity price is expected to become a crucial and fundamental feature of future power systems with large penetration of renewable energy sources and MGs [18] .
The model of market dynamics considered in this paper follows closely the work by Alvarado et al. [10] . The main assumption of such a model is that price variations are driven by the energy imbalance in the grid. An excess of supply decreases the price of energy while an excess of demand increases it. The following equations describe an ideal market with a single price of energy and with n power suppliers and m power consumers: where P Gi are the generated active powers of the n suppliers connected to the grid; P D j are the active power consumption of m loads connected to the grid; P loss are the active power losses in the transmission system; E and λ, are the energy imbalance and the electricity price, respectively; and K E and T λ are parameters that depend on the design of the market itself. Since in real-world systems it is hard to measure the power imbalance in (2), such an imbalance is deduced in [10] implicitly based on the frequency deviation of the center of inertia (COI). Hence, (3) the market clearing price dynamic is expressed as
where ω COI is the frequency of the COI, defined as
where ω i and H i are, respectively, the frequency and the moment of inertia of the i-th synchronous machine, and r is the number of conventional generators in the grid. 1 Finally, generator and load active powers are linked to the market clearing price λ based on a dynamic version of their bidding functions, as follows [10] :
where, c Gi , c Di and b Gi , b Di are proportional and fixed bid coefficients, respectively, as in conventional auction models and T Gi and T Di are time constants modeling generator and demand, respectively, delayed response to variations of the market clearing price λ. Note that in [10] the equations for the load active powers are expressed with different signs. In this paper, all coefficients are assumed to be positive. Fig. 1 shows the overall connection of the MG with the power system and the electricity market. The elements that compose the microgrid are the load, the DER, the storage device and the energy management system (EMS) that collects the information of consumed and generated powers by other elements of the microgrid, the state of charge of the storage device, the electricity price λ and imposes the reference power generation P ref . The dynamic of the aggregated storage device model is ruled by the following equation, which is the time-continuous equivalent of the model used in [12] ,
C. Microgrid Model
where S is the state of charge of the MG, T c is the time constant of the state of charge of the storage unit, P s is the power generated or absorbed by the storage device (P s > 0 if the storage is charging); P out is the power output of the MG; and P g and P l are the produced active power and the local loads, respectively, of the MG. S undergoes saturation hard-limits that model the fully charged and discharged conditions. The DER dynamic model included in the microgrid is an elaboration of the DER models discussed in [19] , [20] . The control scheme included in the DER model is shown in Fig. 2 . This model is suitable for transient and voltage stability analysis and, hence, only current controllers of the VSC included in the DER are modeled. Power injections into the AC bus are: are obtained from active and reactive powers P g and Q g , as follows:
Both i 
where η M has a stochastic process as in [21] with standard deviation σ M , andP g T andP l T are piece-wise constant functions that account for uncertainty and change randomly with a period T as discussed in [22] . The noise is modeled as a single stochastic state variable as the behavior of the MG depends on the difference P net = P g − P l and not on their absolute value. For illustration, Fig. 3 shows 1,200 seconds of a realization of such a process, in which T is set to 300 seconds. The EMS is based on a set of if-then rules to decide the most convenient active power set point, P ref .
In the simulations we assume that P s , e.g., the power produced or absorbed by the aggregated storage device included in the MG is the slack variable that allows imposing the desired P ref , as follows:
where T s is the time constant of the storage active power controller. EMS input quantities are the produced power P g , the load P l , the price λ and the state of charge of the storage units, S. The rules are divided into two sets: the seller state, for which P net ≥ 0 (i.e., the MG is producing more than it is consuming and it will most likely sell energy) and the buyer state, for which P net < 0 (i.e., the MG is consuming more than it is producing and it will most likely buy energy). EMS parameters, l , h , k s , k b , P buy , K buy , P ch , K ch are specific of each MG, i.e., they depend on the market strategy of the MG owner or on its marginal cost (all the EMS parameters are positive). The meaning and purpose of these parameters is given in Table I . In particular, l and h indicate two thresholds under and above which the price of energy is considered, low and high, respectively. These thresholds are time-varying as the convenience of buying and selling energy depends on the current energy price. For example, if, in given period, the electricity price is around a valueλ 1 , and the next period is aroundλ 2 , then one can set l1 = l2 and h1 = h2 to reflect the variation of market conditions. In the following, l and h are calculated as:
whereλ is the average value of the price and ρ is a threshold that accounts for the fluctuation of the price in a given period.
In the simulations discussed in Section III, it is assumed that ρ = 0.0025. The aforementioned rules are listed and explained in Table I . The rules are expressed hierarchically; this means that a rule is evaluated only if the conditions on the previous ones are not satisfied. Note that, even if the MG production is greater than its consumption, the EMS can, in some cases, impose to buy energy, e.g., if the storage is empty and the electricity price is low. Similarly, even if the MG production is lower than its consumption, the EMS can impose to sell energy if the storage is full and the price is high.
The EMS rules utilized in this paper are only a possible choice. There are several proposed EMS schemes in the literature -see, for example, recent works [23] - [27] and references therein. A comparison of different MG management schemes, however, is beyond of the scope of this paper.
III. CASE STUDY
As anticipated in the previous section, the active power set points of the MGs depend, among other variables, on the electricity price. This feature is the main difference between a MG and a DER unit: while a renewable resource usually injects into the grid all available power -which often evolves according to a stochastic process -a MG adopts a greedy behavior with respect to the electrical grid. In fact, the EMS will sell or buy energy when it is convenient from an economical and operational point of view, while in other cases it will store the surplus of produced energy in its storage units, thus effectively islanding the MG from the power grid, i.e., P out = 0.
This case study discusses whether a high penetration of MGs within the electrical grid, without a proper coordinated control, is sustainable for the power system. In particular, the case study is aimed at defining the impact of the MG penetration level, correlation and granularity, and of the storage capacity on the frequency of the COI. ing number of MGs, with large storage capacity devices, is plugged into the system. Simulations are based on the IEEE 39-bus 10-machine system; this benchmark grid is chosen in order to have both a fairly complex network and reduced state-space dimensions to easily understand the impact of MGs on the system. The state-space of the simplest case with 1 MG includes 150 state variables and 233 algebraic ones; whereas the case with highest granularity includes 108 MGs, 685 state variables and 1,421 algebraic ones. The results for each scenario are obtained based on a Monte Carlo method (500 simulations are solved for each scenario), in order to account for a large number of stochastic strong trajectories and, hence, accurately infer statistical properties. Accordingly, the standard deviation of the frequency of the COI, σ COI , is computed as the average of the standard deviation obtained for each realization.
All simulations are obtained using Dome, a Python-based power system software tool [28] . The Dome version utilized in this case study is based on Python 3.4.1; ATLAS 3.10.1 for dense vector and matrix operations; CVXOPT 1.1.8 for sparse matrix The price of energy is high and the battery is fully charged. It is convenient to sell more energy else if S ≥ 80% or (50% ≤ S < 80% and λ ≥ h )
Sell the surplus else if l ≤ λ < h or (50% ≤ S < 80% and λ < l )
Charge the storage with the production surplus else if λ < l and S < 50%
Storage is low on charge and, despite the surplus of production, it is convenient to buy energy proportionally to the price (i.e., the lower the price the more the EMS can buy) Buyer mode, P n et < 0 Rule Action Rationale
Storage is very low on charge, buy the deficit of energy plus an extra amount to charge the storage else if λ ≥ h and S ≥ 80%
The price of energy is very high and the storage is full, sell energy else if λ ≥ h and 50% ≤ S < 80%
The price of energy is very high and the storage has a medium charge, use it to compensate the energy deficit else if λ ≥ h and S < 50%
The price of energy is high and the storage is medium-low on charge, buy the energy deficit else if λ ≤ l and S < 80%
The price of energy is very low and the storage is not fully charged, buy an extra amount of energy to store, proportional to the price (i.e., the lower the price the more the EMS can buy) else if λ ≤ l and S ≥ 80%
The price of energy is very low and the storage is fully charged, buy the energy deficit else if λ > l and S ≥ 50%
The price of energy is not very low and the storage is medium-high on charge, use it to compensate the energy deficit else if λ > l and 20% < S < 50%
The price of energy is not very low and the storage is medium-low on charge, buy the energy deficit operations; and KLU 1.3.2 for sparse matrix factorization. All simulations were executed on a server mounting 40 CPUs and running a 64-bit Linux OS.
A. Microgrid Scenario
This scenario consists in studying the impact on the grid of an increasing number of large MGs. Note that the MGs are not assumed to be large per se. Rather, they model large aggregated networks of MGs whose power generation, consumption and EMSs are assumed to be either centrally coordinated or strongly correlated. Table II shows the parameters for the considered MGs while Fig. 4 shows all the realizations of the frequency of the COI, ω COI , for 2, 6 and 12 MGs. In Table II ,P g and P l indicate average values of P g and P l , respectively, during the simulation, while σ net is the standard deviation of the net active power production P net . In the four cases, the MG capacity and the average ratio between the active power provided by the MGs and the active power provided by conventional power plants are, respectively, 1.81, 3.13, 4.52 and 5.84 (pu MW); and 2.1%, 3.8%, 1.44% and 2.4%. The ratio does not increase with the number of MGs because each unit is able to buy or sell power from the grid (i.e., some of the units are, on average, loads). It is clear, even from visual inspection, that the standard deviation of ω COI increases as the number of units plugged into the system gets higher, increasing, approximately, from 0.0005 to 0.0018. In particular, Table III P net to increase, which directly impact on the standard deviation of ω COI . Fig. 5 shows the fluctuations of the market clearing price λ for the cases with 2, 6 and 12 MGs. Note that both the mean value and the amplitude of the variations of λ are affected by the number of MGs included into the system. The fact that the market clearing price volatility increases as the number of MG increases is a consequence of λ being dependent on ω COI , according to (4) . Furthermore, the more λ fluctuates, the more frequently each MG adjusts its active power set-point P ref , thus increasing the fluctuations of ω COI . Fig. 6 shows the trajectories of the power outputs of three MGs for one realization of the case with 12 MGs. As it can be observed, depending on the set points and parameters, an MG can be always in buyer (MG 6) or seller (MG 5) mode or can alternate between the two modes (MG 10). 
B. DERs & Microgrids Scenario
This section discusses how differently MGs and DERs impact on system dynamics. With this aim, DERs are modeled assuming that they impose their active and reactive power productions P g and Q g , where P g varies according to the stochastic process described in Section II. DERs are assumed not to provide frequency regulation.
Three configurations are considered in this subsection, as follows.
1) 0 MGs, 6 DERs 2) 3 MGs, 3 DERs 3) 6 MGs, 0 DERs To allow for a fair and consistent comparison of the behavior of MGs and DERs, the point of connections, the capacities as well as the mean and the standard deviation of active power set Table IV shows the parameters for the considered DER units, while MG parameters are those of the first 6 rows of Table II . In Table IV ,P g and σ g are, respectively, the average active power P g produced by the DER during the simulation and its standard deviation. Table V shows the standard deviation of ω COI for the three considered configurations. Note that, to allow for a consistent comparison, the installed capacity of the DERs and MGs combined is 3.57 (pu MW) for all cases. Results indicate that the standard deviation of the frequency increases as the number of DERs decreases and the number of MGs increases. This is due to both load variations and active power set-point changes due to the EMSs of the MGs. It appears that, such a greedy behaviour, aimed to maximize MG profits, affects negatively the frequency standard deviation more than mere stochastic variations of uncontrolled DERs.
C. High Granularity of Microgrids Scenario
The results of the previous subsections suggest that, if the level of penetration of MGs and of unregulated DERs is increased, the deviation of the system frequency also consistently increases. The capacities considered in Sections III-A and III-B are relatively high and can be assumed to represent large aggregated MG and DER models. Moreover, in the previous subsec- tion, load and generator variations are strongly correlated for each MG, thus leading to relatively large steps of P g and/or P l for each MG. This subsection studies the effect of the correlation of loads and generators within each MG. This is achieved by assuming different granularity levels, i.e., an increasing number of smaller MGs with uncorrelated powers connected at the same bus. With this aim, every each of the 12 MGs defined in Table II is split into k smaller MGs with capacity 1/k (see Table VI ). For example, for k = 4, MG 1 is split into 4 MGs with P g = 0.22, P l = 0.135 and σ = 0.00625 (pu MW). Note that the total capacity of the MGs is 5.84 (pu MW) independently from the value of k. The random processes used to define the generation and the load of each MG are uncorrelated, i.e., fully independent from each other. Note that, to allow for a consistent comparison, the average generation and consumption levels are kept equal for each bus, independently from the granularity of the MG model. Table VI shows that as k increases the standard deviation of ω COI initially increases and then decreases. This is due to the averaging effect caused by the increasing number of independent random processes. This averaging effect is negligible below a certain number of units per bus (24 in this case). The standard deviation becomes smaller than the base-case (k = 1) only when the number of MGs reaches k = 60. Moreover, since the market clearing price λ depends on the frequency according to (4) , a decrease of the standard deviation of ω COI results in smaller oscillations of λ, and, in turn, each MG will adjust its active power set-point P ref less frequently. It is thus reasonable to expect that as the granularity increases, the impact of MG EMS controllers on the transmission system dynamic response decreases. This is consistent with the assumption that MGs characterized by small capacities can be modeled as price takers.
D. Large Capacity Storage Microgrid Scenario
Section III-B shows that as the number of MGs increases with respect to the DER units, the standard deviation of the frequency of the COI increases. This fact suggests that the greedy behaviour of the MGs impacts on the frequency standard deviation more than the mere stochastic variations of uncontrolled DERs. To further investigate this aspect, this subsection compares the results obtained in Section III-A with MGs equipped with larger capacity storage. Tables VII and VIII show, respectively, the new time constants for the MGs considered in the first scenario and the standard deviation of the frequency of the COI as the MG penetration level increases. For sake of comparison, the third column of Table III is included in Table VIII . Fig. 7(a) and (b) compare the realizations of the frequency of the COI, respectively, for the small capacity and the large capacity scenario.
Results show that the frequency standard deviation increases as the capacity of the storage gets larger. This increase is due to the fact that a large capacity storage increases the flexibility of the MG. If the storage capacity is small, the EMS is forced to buy/sell the deficit/surplus of energy of the MG as the storage device charges and discharges quickly. On the other hand, if the storage capacity is large, the EMS is able to take advantage of the electricity price, i.e., the EMS can sell or buy more power than it currently produces or needs, if the price is convenient. As it appears from simulations, greedy MGs equipped with large storage can impact negatively on the frequency of the COI.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a stochastic framework to analyse the effects of the dynamic coupling of the transmission electrical system, the electricity market and the MGs. The proposed framework is utilized to define the impact of MGs on the transient response of the transmission systems and in particular, on its frequency; the different behavior of MGs and DERs; and the effect of MG correlation and granularity.
Simulation results show that the deviations of the frequency of the COI and, hence, the overall dynamic response of the transmission system, is consistently affected by the number, the size of MGs and by the dimensions of their storage units. Due to its greedy price-taker behavior, the bigger the size of each MG and of its storage unit, the higher its impact on the system. In other words, a configuration with few large or several small but highly correlated MGs may not be feasible with the physical constraints of the electrical system. On the other hand, a highgranularity and uncorrelated configuration with several small MGs is likely more compatible with a proper operation of the system.
The fact that a high correlation of the response of several devices is detrimental to the stability of the overall system has been observed in other fields, such as traffic congestion, e.g., [29] . In control theory, this phenomenon is known as flapping. To mitigate such effect, it is possible to design stochastic distributed and/or decentralized controllers. Hence, future work will focus on the synthesis of appropriate controllers and/or the design of proper ancillary services to be provided by the microgrids to mitigate their negative impact on the system and, whenever possible, to leverage their penetration and improve the overall dynamic response of the transmission system.
